
 

Pulling its weight: Team identifies protein
key to chromosome movement during cell
division
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Chromosome segregation and kinetochore. Credit: Masatoshi Hara, Tatsuo
Fukagawa
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During cell division, chromosomes, i.e., molecules containing our
genetic material, must be properly replicated and segregated so that each
daughter cell receives a complete and accurate set. Now, in an article
published in Molecular Cell, a team led by researchers at Osaka
University have identified a protein central to this critical process.

Prior to cell division, the two copies of each chromosome are fused
together at a region called the centromere. When it's time to separate,
they are pulled away from each other along rope-like microtubules into
their respective daughter cells. A protein complex called the kinetochore
connects the centromere of each chromosome to its respective
microtubules and is thus vital to chromosome segregation.

The constitutive centromere-associated network (CCAN), a subcomplex
of the kinetochore fixed to the centromere, is an important base upon
which the kinetochore can assemble and bind to the microtubules.
Previous data suggested that one CCAN protein, CENP-C, is particularly
important but its exact role has remained unclear. Therefore, the
research team used biochemical analyses to examine how CENP-C
contributes to chromosome segregation.

"Though the various species studied in laboratories are very different,
such as yeast, chickens, and humans, CENP-C is found in all of them,"
says Masatoshi Hara, lead author of the study. "This is called
conservation, and it indicates to scientists that this protein has an
essential role in cells."
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Oligomerization of CENP-C Cupin domain and its function. Credit: Masatoshi
Hara, Tatsuo Fukagawa

The team aimed to determine which portions of the CENP-C protein,
called domains, were key to its function. They worked with chicken cells
that were engineered so that CENP-C protein expression could be turned
off when desired. This allowed researchers to express experimental
versions of the CENP-C protein with individual domains deleted and
examine the effects on the cells.
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"We deleted two portions of CENP-C: the CCAN-binding domain and
the C-terminal region, which contains a domain known as Cupin,"
explains Tatsuo Fukagawa, senior author of the article. "Our data show
that both are necessary and sufficient for CENP-C to function normally
in chicken cells. The cells could not grow and divide properly without
them."

Further experiments demonstrated that the Cupin domain of CENP-C, in
both chickens and humans, forms a series of repeating units. In chicken
cells with CENP-C expression turned off, experimentally expressing a
version of the CENP-C with the Cupin domain deleted could not restore
normal growth function to the cells.

  
 

  

CENP-C oligomerization through Cupin domain is crucial for
kinetochore/centromere assembly. Credit: Masatoshi Hara, Tatsuo Fukagawa
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"Our analyses indicate that Cupin domain oligomerization is essential for
CENP-C to function normally, specifically through supporting CCAN
localizing to centromeres and facilitating kinetochore organization," says
Hara.

These findings show us one way in which the body maintains its genomic
integrity; such information could help to develop therapeutics for
preventing or treating diseases associated with the genome. Furthermore,
by revealing that CENP-C supports centromere/kinetochore assembly
through the activity of the Cupin domain, this study has uncovered a 
molecular mechanism underlying one of life's most fundamental
processes.

  More information: Tatsuo Fukagawa, Centromere/kinetochore is
assembled through CENP-C oligomerization, Molecular Cell (2023). 
DOI: 10.1016/j.molcel.2023.05.023. www.cell.com/molecular-cell/fu …
1097-2765(23)00379-9
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